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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0158629A2] 1. Double steam cycle for a steam power plant, with heat input for power production from high quality heat, in which case
the two steam cycles are combined in the high temperature region and the full cycle mass flows are heated by external heat input, by guiding over
heater surfaces, and said full mass flows are expanded in a high temperature steam turbine, providing thus useful power as driving power to an
electric generator, at which part of the steam expanded in the high temperature turbine is further expanded in a condensing turbine from which
steam is bled for feed heating, and the steam flow thus further expanded in the condensing turbine is condensed in a condenser and is thus liquified
in giving up its latent heat to the cooling water or a heating wafer circle, in either case in the liquid condensate being brought to higher pressure
by the condensate pump, now called feed water, and is heated by low pressure bled steam heaters to the higher temperature before it is fed to the
deaerator for deaeration which serves also as a means for feed water storage and this deaerated feed water is pressurized by the feed pump to a
specified high pressure and is further heated by bled steam from the condensing turbine in high pressure heaters characterized in that the fully cycle
mass flows before being heated by external heat input are heated in a heat exchanger by heat exchange with the full cycle mass flows expanded
in the high temperature steam turbine and flowing from the high temperature steam turbine to said heat exchanger where they are cooled, and
that this part of the full cycle mass flows thus cooled in said heat exchanger which is not fed to the condensing turbine for further expansion, this
other part is cooled by injection of feed water in an injection cooler, said feed water being pressurized by the feed pump and being feed heated
by bled steam heater, said part of the full steam cycle mass flows being increased by the mass flow of the injected feed water is compressed in a
steam compressor or a first stage group thereof, this steam compressor being driven by the high temperature steam turbine, after which a further
injection and compression in a succeeding part of the steam compressor may follow, and that in consequence the full cycle mass flows being thus
replenished and compressed are heated in the heat exchanger mentioned above.
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